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A

Knowing Is Belonging:
Recognitional Deixis and
Emergence of Common Ground
in Religious Conversion

Maria Khachaturyan, University of Helsinki
ABSTRACT
This article explores the situated usage of recognitional deixis, a prominent feature of the

religious register of the Catholic community of Mano, Guinea. Recognitional deixis is un-

derstood to be the marking of referents as known and recognizable by the interlocutors,
typically belonging to their common ground. While deictic markers are known to reflect

a specific speaker-hearer-object configuration, I suggest reversing the indexical relation-

ship and claim that instead of indexing contextual relationships (context presupposition),
deictic markers rather project them in a performative fashion (context creation). In the

study in question dealing with themarking of common ground by recognitional deixis, what

gets projected is a presupposition of shared knowledge. Because of the dialogic orientation
of recognitional deixis, as a consequence of presupposition projection, the speaker and the

addressees emerge as knowledge-sharing co-insiders. This, in turn, contributes to a per-

formative creation of a community of co-insiders—a religious community sharing religious
knowledge.

A remarkable feature of key political texts of the history of the United

States is the use of the first person plural pronoun we—as in “We hold

these truths to be self-evident” in the Declaration of Independence; in

“We the People of the United States,” the opening phrase of the Constitution;

or in “we are engaged in a great civil war” of Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address. The
Contact Maria Khachaturyan at University of Helsinki, Humanities Programme, Unioninkatu 40, B620,
Helsinki, Finland, 00100 (maria.khachaturyan@helsinki.fi).
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little inclusive word we, as Michael Silverstein called it in his analysis of the

Gettysburg Address (2003), creates the very group it refers to; in particular,

as in the Declaration of Independence, the “we” who solemnly publish and de-

clare that “these united colonies ought to be free and independent states” free

themselves, create themselves as freed “at the instant of and by the signature”

of the declaration (Derrida [1986], 9; cited in Lee [1997]). All these “we” enact,

or perform, a certain subjectivity, even if the performative momentum differs

in case of each text. In other words, “we” projects a certain framework of co-

engagement in a political process.

That “we” seems to be a peculiar feature of American political texts. It is not

found in key contemporaneous texts in other places, such as the French Decla-

ration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen produced some 20 years after the

American Declaration of Independence, for which the latter served as an impor-

tant precedent. The French declaration begins with “Les représentants du peu-

ple français” (The representatives of the French people), not “Nous, les représen-

tants du peuple français” (We, the representatives of the French people).Nous is

not found in the French constitution. “Uns Kommunisten” (We the commu-

nists) appears only later in theManifesto of the Communist Party, which begins

instead as a third-person narrative.

However, the performative work that “we” does is hardly unique. As I will

argue in this article, what “we” does could be analyzed as an instance of indexical

performativity.1 My focus will be on indexical grammatical categories, or deixis,

although the analysis could be extended to nongrammatical indexicality as well.

To borrow William Hanks’s definition, “deictic systems define points of in-

tersection between linguistic structure and the social settings in which speech

takes place” (2011, 315). More specifically, deictic categories reflect the relation

between, on the one hand, the indexical origo, or the participant framework and

the roles within it occupied by the communicative agents (the speaker, the ad-
1. Performativity in language is best known, and studied, in the form of performative speech acts first
brought into attention of modern Western scholars of language by Austin (1962) (although much studied be-
fore Austin, in particular, in medieval scholasticism, see Rosier-Catach [2004]). The language’s potential of
bringing into being what it names emerges in (lexical) categorization as action (“symbolic power” of Bourdieu
[1991]; see also Ambroise [2009]) or in indexical projection of relationships (Friedrich [1972]; on performa-
tive workings of indexicality in ritual, see Tambiah [1985], esp. 157–66). It is in this latter, larger sense that I
am using the term performativity.

am very thankful to the audiences for their comments, especially to Elina Hartikainen, to Johanna Nichols,
and to Asif Agha. I appreciate insightful suggestions from Joel Robbins, Arnulf Deppermann, and Alexei
Yurchak during earlier stages of manuscript preparation. I thank the reviewer for helpful comments and Rob-
ert Whiting for language revision. The last but not the least, I am grateful to William Hanks for continuous
inspiration and for his contagious passion for deixis.
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dressee), and, on the other hand, the objects of reference. Typically, such a con-

figuration implies that the origo-object relation is always given and exists prior

to the utterance in question. The deictic markers index, as it were, the existing

relation between the origo and the object.

In an illuminating article by Paul Friedrich (1972), it was shown that deictic

categories—in this case, second-person pronouns with an honorific function in

Russian—have the capacity of what he called “switching,” or “breakthrough.”

By giving several illustrative examples fromRussian prose from the two last cen-

turies, Friedrich argues that fictional characters’ subtle choice of the pronominal

form is an effective means to index the degree of formality of the relationship

and relative social position of the interlocutors. But, what is more, that same

choice can contribute to interpersonal dynamics, thus providing a “break-

through” in the relationship between the characters. In the latter case, instead

of indexing a given interpersonal relationship, the deictic form projects it. That

inverse relation between a deictic form and the context of its usage—break-

through, projection, instead of indexing—is another example of what I call “in-

dexical performativity”: by its very utterance, a deictic form adjusts the context

of its use.

In addition to the speaker and addressee pronominal forms, a wealth of other

deictic markers can be used in the performative function, some of which directly

contribute to participatory dynamics. I turn now to my main object of study—

the demonstratives as they are used by members of the Mano Catholic commu-

nity in West Africa.

Conversion to Christianity in Guinea, and in the Forest Guinea region in

particular, is very much an ongoing process. With competition from numerous

Protestant denominations, limited resources, and little institutional support,

the Catholic Church in Guinea in many respects could be characterized as

grass-roots. The life of the community depends crucially on the activity of or-

dinary members and much less on the church hierarchy. From gathering and

controlling resources to the very efforts of proselytizing—all these activities are

essentially done by laypeople. The semi-institutionalized nature of the church

is especially apparent in the organization and religious practice of the Catholic

community of the Mano ethnic group and in particular in their usage of reli-

gious documents.Many of the routine religious texts, such as prayers and chants,

were translated by Mano laymen, and new versions continue to be created.

Most unexpectedly, while a translation of the New Testament into Mano,

published in Liberia (UBS 1978), is available and has a certain amount of usage

by the community, more often than not the Mano prefer to translate them-
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selves, using as a source the French missal.2 Thus, while the order of worship

and the ritual performance remain regimented and predefined, as is typical of

Roman Catholicism, the readings from the Bible—along with the sermon, of

course—become the main sites of improvisation and also of stylistic differences

between the speakers. These spontaneous oral Bible translations and the par-

ticularities of their language are the main objects of this study.

Special attention is paid to the deictic marking of nominal expressions. Con-

sider the following excerpts from a recording of a Sunday celebration:3

(1) wálàkà lɛ́ e ̄ kɛ ̄ Nazareth a,̄ yé e ̄ ɲɛ ̄ gbaāɓ̄o ̄ Isaie là sɛ́ɓɛ̀ wè ā à yí gèeà̄ ká a ̄ ...

‘(In) the house of God that was in Nazareth, when he finished reading THAT speech
of the book of Isaiah ...’
2.
scribed
The m
excepti
lates fr
that m
region.
Handm

3.
for the
given w

ll use 
This passage is a translation of a phrase introducing Luke 4:21–30 (recorded on

January 31, 2016). It is not part of the gospel but rather a free summary of the

context in which to situate the subsequent verses. The French original and its

English translation are as follows:

[En ce temps-là], dans la synagogue de Nazareth, après la lecture du livre d’Isaïe,
[Jésus déclara] ...

[At that moment], in the synagogue of Nazareth, after the reading of the book of Isa-
iah, [Jesus declared] ...

In the Mano translation, the expression Isaïe là sɛ́ɓɛ̀ wè is followed by the distal

demonstrative ā: THAT speech of the book of Isaiah. The demonstrative is not

used in an exophoric function, pointing to objects present in the interactive

scene, as, naturally, the speech of the book of Isaiah is an abstract notion. Nor

is it an example of the anaphoric function of pointing to referents that were in-

troduced in prior discourse; because this utterance happens to be at the very be-

ginning of the reading, there was no prior discourse on the topic, nor was the

book of Isaiah read on that day. What we have here could be characterized as

an instance of the recognitional function of the demonstratives. Recognitional
In the Roman Catholic Church, the readings from the Bible are not chosen by the priest but are pre-
by the missal, which is a collection of religious texts intended for reading on Sunday and on holidays.
issal is divided into three liturgical years, A, B, C, so the readings will repeat every three years, with the
on of the readings for the major holidays, which are the same every year. One catechist orally trans-
om a missal that was itself translated (most likely, from French) into Kpelle, a neighboring language
any Mano use as a second language and that is also the native language of all the priests serving in the
Oral Bible translations have not received much scholarly attention, with the notable exceptions of
an (2014) and Schieffelin (2007, 2014).
Capital letters indicate a literal translation of the demonstrative, THIS for the proximal wε̄ and THAT
distal yā. Shorter examples are given with a full gloss and a free translation, while longer examples are
ith a free translation only.
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deixis (Himmelmann 1996, 206; Diessel 1999, 9) is used where the identifiability

of the referent relies essentially on the ability of the addressee(s) to recognize it

on the basis of her and the speaker’s common ground. But the example given

above is problematic in this regard. Can the Mano congregation, including the

prayer leader who read and translated that Biblical passage, really know the

“speech” of the book of Isaiah—specifically, what it was exactly that Jesus read

from the book of Isaiah? The content of his reading was indeed mentioned in

Luke 4, but the corresponding passage (Luke 4:18–19) was not included in the

reading. I argue instead that recognitional marking in religious language does

not describe a real state of affairs, a recognizability of the referents, but rather is

performative: the referents do not actually have to be known by everybody, but

they are presented as if they were known. As I argue, recognitional marking serves

to performatively project background knowledge, which is intrinsically collective,

and forms a common ground of the religious community of Mano Catholics.

On a different level, I suggest looking at the religious common ground as one

of the parameters defining a collective conversion. In contrast with cases where

collectivities are indexed (and projected) by straightforward labels of groups

(“we,” or “this nation”; Silverstein 2003), in this case the operation is more com-

plex: from recognitional deixis, to projection of common ground, and to projec-

tion of community sharing that common ground. While this approach does not

address major sociocultural transformations accompanying conversion, or ex-

plain why conversion happens, it elucidates how conversion essentially relies on

collectivities and how these collectivities are indexed by specific grammatical

marking—one of the defining features of the religious register—and thus are

performatively brought into being in ritual speech.

I begin the analysis by providing a sketch of the background of Mano con-

version. I suggest looking at conversion on a community scale as a “group work.”

I then turn to my case study and analyze the way collective background as-

sumptions are brought into being inMano religious language bymeans of specific

grammatical marking. The empirical core of my argument is a study of demon-

stratives used in the recognitional function. I first give an overview of the demon-

strative system and the way recognitional marking is used outside the church con-

text. Then I discuss a series of examples of recognitional deixis in church. I

conclude by pointing to some stylistic differences between speakers. I show that

the frequency of recognitional marking is dependent on the existing relationships

in the community and the individual sense of in-group membership.

In the second section, I proceed to a theoretical discussion arguing that re-

cognitional marking could be seen not as indexing of specific properties of
This content downloaded from 128.214.138.141 on May 22, 2019 04:12:34 AM
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context—mutually known referents as part of the common ground—but rather

performatively projecting contextual features, namely, the existence of (the

community sharing) that common ground. Following the insight of Silverstein

(1976) and other scholars of indexical performativity, I argue that recognitional

deixis has a context-creating performative capacity. I next formulate an ap-

proach linking religious conversion to religious common ground, emphasizing

the centrality of knowledge in religious practice (Asad 1993). I then show how

common religious knowledge is connected to community building. I next sug-

gest looking at the assertion of common knowledge as a performative strategy,

elaborating on the conception fromYurchak (2005) andNichols (1988). Finally,

I focus on how common ground projection becomes a function of propositional

stance and how it shapes, and reflects, social relationships.

Mano Catholic Conversion: Background
The focus of my study is the Catholic community of the Mano.4 Mano is an eth-

nic group that counts about 390,000 members spread over southeastern Guinea

(the Forest Guinea region) and northern Liberia, and my field site is in Guinea,

with 85,000, or about 20 percent, of the total Mano population.5

The evangelization of the Mano did not go hand in hand with colonization.

The Roman Catholic missionaries from the Society of theMissionaries of Africa

(known as White Fathers) were at odds with the colonial administration (Loua

2008) and later with the government of independent Guinea (Vieira 2005).

Therefore, similar to other cases discussed in the literature on anthropology

and history of Christianity, such as the Urapmin in Papua New Guinea (Rob-

bins 2004), but in contrast to the Tswana in South Africa (Comaroff and Co-

maroff 1991) or conversions in coastal Africa (Foster 2008), the proselytizing

effort was deprived of support from the secular power. Furthermore, the mis-

sionary presence among the Mano was short. The missionaries arrived in the

Mano zone in the early 1940s (Lelong 1949). In 1967, all the Guinean mission-

aries were expelled, as the government of independent Guinea was insisting on

the Africanization of the clergy. As a result, in the late 1960s, the whole region of

Forest Guinea, including but not limited to theMano zone, had just two African
4. This work is primarily based on 1.5 months of fieldwork in Guinea in 2014, 4.5 months in 2015–16,
and 1.5 months in 2017–18 supported by the LLACAN, CNRS, France, a grant from Fondation Fyssen,
France, and by the University of Helsinki, Finland, respectively. Some examples are drawn from a corpus of
natural Mano texts that I have been recording in Guinea since 2009. A grammar sketch of Guinean Mano
can be found in Khachaturyan (2015).

5. My main field sites are the city of Nzerekore and the villages of Yalenzou, Nzao, Godi, Karana, and
Bounouma, all within a 15-kilometer range from Nzerekore.
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priests, and neither of them spoke Mano. Even today there is only one active

Mano-speaking priest in the region. Thus, the history of Mano conversions

contrasts sharply with the history of missionary presence in Central America,

which lasted for centuries (Hanks 2010), but is comparable to the conversions

in Papua New Guinea (Robbins 2004; Schieffelin 2007).

Today, according to the evangelical organization Joshua Project, no more

than 4 percent of Mano in Guinea (or about 3,200 individuals) have converted

to Christianity,6 of whom about 80 percent are Catholics, which makes Mano

Christians a fairly small population. My own estimations are even more mod-

erate: I would suggest 500 as an estimate of the active core of Mano Catholics

in Guinea. Converted and nonconverted Mano live in the same villages. It is

rarely the case that a whole family, even a nuclear family, chooses to convert

to Christianity; manymembers were brought to their church by a sibling, an un-

cle, or even a friend, and very few were baptized at birth. In addition, there is a

great denominational diversity: the Evangelical Church seems to be the most

powerful, and the most resourceful, among Protestant denominations; other

Protestant groups include Jehovah’s Witnesses, Foursquare, and Shekinah.

Mano Catholic converts seem to be quite comfortable with pre-Christian re-

ligious practices. Thus, they participate—actively or as observers and partakers—

in traditional ceremonies of sacrifice to the ancestors; many of them have passed

the initiation ritual. This observation corresponds to the general tendency of the

Catholic Church to (partly) incorporate, and accommodate, pre-Christian cul-

tural practices. Conversion is visibly a long process: many Manos I encountered

have attended the church service for many years without receiving baptism, and

althoughmembers of the congregation do talk about the importance of their de-

cision to join the church, I have not heard any sharp discontinuity narratives

similar to those produced by converts to Protestant denominations.

The group of converts is socially very diverse: some of them are old enough to

have been baptized in colonial times, and they are usually well-educated men and

women retired from the public sector. The majority of Mano Catholics, however,

are farmers who were born after the missionaries left. They are usually much less

mobile, living in the same village their entire lives; some of them barely speak

French. Thus, conversion to Christianity among the Mano is still a peripheral

process involving relatively small and diverse groups and is unlikely to be ex-

plained by the social transformation of the microcosm of a village community

opening up to the world, a framework that Horton suggested for African conver-
6. See https://joshuaproject.net/people_groups/16121.
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sions (1971, 1975a, 1975b). Moreover, as I argue, conversion to Catholicism is

predicated in many ways on small village communities, which are the main do-

main of church-related activities but also represent a group of people implicitly

sharing some body of knowledge.

Mano Catholics as a Community
Asmentioned above, conversion among theMano does not rely on stable social

groupings, such as family, and seems to be an individual choice. Individuals also

play an important role in the life of the community. Formally trained catechists

and especially prayer leaders are pivotal in all respects, as they gather commu-

nity members and guide Sunday celebrations. Specific community members

may donate land or even sponsor the construction of the church building.

At the same time, an important level at which Catholic identity is conceptu-

alized is the level of the universal church. The common trope is to emphasize the

universal message (wálà léwè ‘the word of God’), which eliminates any differ-

ence between the ritual performance in Yalenzou, Guinea, and in Rome (the

same things are said and done) but also rules out any possibility of error in per-

formance (if by definition anything said in church by a responsible person is the

word of God, there cannot be any mistake).

In discussions with me, some community members mentioned that the Ro-

man Catholic Church is the “mother church” and that it has no internal divi-

sions, in contrast with Protestant sects that continue to be created. It seems,

however, that the Catholic identity is not so different from the Protestant iden-

tity. Catholics and Protestants have a strong common Christian denominator

to the extent that a distinction between them is not made by the non-Christian

majority; they also mobilize together in the ethnoreligious conflicts with the

Muslim Manding in the region.7 There are several terms used to refer to Chris-

tians: église mìà ‘people of the church’ (< French église), wálà mìà ‘people of

God’ (wálà ‘God’), kānà mìà ‘people of the prayer’ (kānà ‘prayer’). None of

these terms seems to be dedicated to Catholics or Protestants except for the lat-

ter, which is specifically Catholic but rarely used among the Mano.

The most important level, however, at which most of the church-related ac-

tivities and talk are situated is that of the village community. Formajor holidays,

such as Christmas, rice and money are collected from community members,
7. See a report on 2013 clashes, https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2013/08/201386154259622267
.html.
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and the women prepare the festival meal. Money is collected the same way to

cover the transportation of a visiting priest or a prayer leader.

In some villages, such as Nzao, the community was able to construct the

church, having organized common agricultural labor. Agricultural labor is typ-

ically done by workgroups, which are called gɔ̰̀à̰: the term is also used for all so-

cial groupings with a more or less stable character, such as a credit union. A

church community is often conceptualized in terms of a gɔ̰̀à̰. For example, when

a person wants to get everybody’s attention and establish silence at a workgroup

meeting, she will say out loud the name of the group and then the interjection

wāyē. Similarly, the president of the Yalenzou church community says, “Krístà

wāyē!,”whereKrístà functions as the name of the “workgroup.” The conception

of the universal church in terms of work is also reflected in one of the versions of

the creed, where “I believe in the holy catholic church” is rendered by yɛ̄ɓōmɛ́síà

kátólíkáà ‘saint catholic work’. Likewise, the importance of group work is seen

in the polysemy of the word tɔ́ŋ̀, which means both ‘law’ and ‘penalty, punish-

ment’. While an old church member explained to me that one of the reasons

why people do not come to the Catholic church is the tɔ́ŋ̀ ‘church laws’ in the

first sense, by which he means the condemnation of heavy drinking or of con-

sulting “charlatans,” for one of the prayer leaders the “church law” preventing

people from joining the church is the penalty for nonparticipation in agricul-

tural labor to which church members are bound.

I focus on the way group membership is predicated by discourse practices. I

show how, when some piece of knowledge—specifically, Christian—is framed

as known by all members of the congregation, the very existence of the congre-

gation arises as a performatively established presupposition. I will now discuss

the analysis of recognitional deixis in the Mano religious register. I will first

sketch out the Mano deictic system before turning to the recognitional function

of demonstratives first in everyday Mano and then within the church.
An Overview of the Mano Deictic System
Mano has no grammaticalized definiteness category; in other words, it does not

have an obligatory article or similar marking that would be used with definite

noun phrases. Even definite referents can be expressed by a bare nominal without

any special marking. Instead, Mano has five demonstratives: tɔ́ɔ̄, dḭ̀ā̰, wɛ̄ ~ ɓɛ̄, yā ~

ā ~ yāā (which has several other variants, such as yéā or t ɛ́ā) and kílīā ~ kílīɓɛ. Tɔ́ɔ̄

and dḭ̀ā̰ are proximal and distal demonstratives, respectively, used to refer to ob-

jects that are typically (but not always) present at the interactive scene and visible;
This content downloaded from 128.214.138.141 on May 22, 2019 04:12:34 AM
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kílíā ~ kílíɓɛ̄ are used as anaphoric markers.Wɛ̄ and, especially, yāwill be themain

focus of this article.

When used adnominally, wɛ̄ and yā cover all the demonstrative functions

suggested by Himmelmann (1996): they are used both in exophoric (referring

to objects present on the interactive scene) and endophoric (referring to objects

not present on the interactive scene) functions, including discourse-referential,

anaphoric, recognitional, but also cataphoric functions. In the exophoric func-

tion, wɛ̄ is used to refer to proximal objects, while yā is used to refer to distal or

invisible objects; in the endophoric function, the two markers are largely inter-

changeable in discourse.

I begin with the exophoric function in which the demonstratives wɛ̄ and yā

compete with tɔ́ɔ̄ and dḭ̀ā̰, proximal and distal demonstratives, respectively.

The key distinction between the two pairs is that the former pair is used for

discourse-old, familiar, cognitively accessible referents, while the latter pair is

used for discourse-new referents. Example 2 is taken from my notes of a spon-

taneous conversation. An old man offered his classificatory son (a younger-

generation male within the same lineage) an agricultural field. The old man,

the younger man’s wife, and I went to look at the field. My notes do not mention

whether it was the first time the woman had seen the field; in any case, it cer-

tainly was much discussed in the family. With a pointing gesture, the old man

says:
(2)

ll use sub
ɓà lɛ̀ wɛ̄ gɛ̰̀ , è lo ̄ we ̄
2SG.POSS field DEM COP.DEICT 3SG.SBJV go:IPFV TOP.EXI

‘THIS field of yours, here it goes.’
ject

This c

 to Univ

ontent do
ersity of 
wnload
Chicag
ed from 12
o Press Term
8.214.138.1
s and Cond
41 on May
itions (htt
The speaker introduces the field with the demonstrative wɛ̄. The field is clearly

visible and pointed to (therefore, we are dealing with an exophoric function). In

contrast, when a fewminutes later the two and some other men start to clear the

field with machetes, a bush to be cut down was pointed to with the wordsmī tɔ́ɔ̄

‘this guy’. The crucial distinction between wɛ̄ and tɔ́ɔ̄ is that tɔ́ɔ̄ indexes

discourse-new referents (this bush I am drawing your attention to), whilewɛ̄ in-

dexes familiar, cognitively accessible referents recognizable by both interactants

(this field that you now see and that we much talked about). In this sense, wɛ̄ is

used at the very same time in exophoric function (pointing to referents on the

interactive scene) and endophoric, recognitional function. Thus, wɛ̄ does not

characterize the referent in terms of spatial relationship to the origo alone: spa-

tial, but also cognitive, access to the referent get intermingled (a theory of deixis
 22, 2019 04:12:34 AM
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as a measure of multidimensional access to referents was developed by Hanks

2005, 2011, inter alia). Another example illustrates a similar situation. In re-

sponse to speaker A’s command to “Go fetch some water,” speaker B replies:
(3) yíí yā?
water DEM

(4) m
p
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Example 3 was recorded in the familiar setting of a household. The speaker is
having dinner and is asking his son to bring him some water. They have two

types of drinking water available: water from the well stored in a jar in the hall-

way and treated mineral water in disposable plastic bags stored in their guest’s

bedroom. The boy asks his father whether he means mineral water and points

across to the wall of the room where the mineral water is stored. The water is

invisible to the interlocutors but still present in the imagined interactive space,

whence the gesture and the exophoric function. Crucially, the referent is cog-

nitively available to the interlocutors from their common knowledge of the

household and the objects within it. Although it just emerged as a topic of con-

versation, the demand to fetch some water is so much part of the daily routine

that the referent was not framed as discourse-new (in which case the demon-

strative dḭ̀ā̰ would likely be chosen), but rather as given. Note that the form yā,

instead of wɛ̄, is chosen, since the referent is invisible.

Another example comes from a recorded narrative for which video is not

available. However, the example is taken from reported speech, and, given the

context, the exophoric function is the most plausible:
ī tɛ́ā à ga ̄ wáá ká.
erson DEM 3SG death NEG>COP>3SG with

THAT person, he is not dead.’
1 on May
itions (http
‘

The example is taken from a story told by a prayer leader about how he nearly

died in a motorbike accident. In the example, ‘that person’ is the current speaker

himself. The quoted speaker is a chief gendarme who is observing the state of the

prayer leader. Although it is impossible to deduce the relative placement of the

gendarme and the prayer leader and the motivation of the choice of the distal

demonstrative (tɛ́ā, a variant of yā) over the proximal one, what is important

is that the prayer leader is the main protagonist and the main object of the re-

ported discussion, so, again, it is a prominent and discourse-old referent.
 22, 2019 04:12:34 AM
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The demonstratives yā and wɛ̄ are also used in endophoric functions. An

especially common use of these demonstratives is in the anaphoric function,

as a reference-tracking device. Thus, in the following example, the demonstra-

tive ɓɛ̄ (a variant of wɛ̄) indexes the main protagonist in the story, a child

named Gbamo Se Se:
(5) Yel̄ɛ́ gbaā ̄ nɛ́fú ɓɛ̄ e ̄ gó gbaā ̄ lu ̄ú ɲɛ́ŋɛ̀īpíé ...
then now child DEM 3SG.PST leave now bushes evening

‘Now THIS child went to the field in the evening ...’
(6)
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Yet another example is taken from a story about a greedy spider who wanted to

participate in the festivals in seven villages. (When he learned that in all the

villages the holidays would happen on the same day, he immediately got up

and went to see the organizers of the festivities. “I want to bring seven ropes

so that they are attached to my body and a tag-end is brought to every village,”

he said. When the day came, he went out and stood in the middle of the road.)

The demonstrative yā indexes the noun phrase referring to the seven villages

that were previously mentioned:
ɓɛ̀lɛ̀ laā ̄ zèí, à léŋ́ áà lò
rope 3SG.EXI>3SG back 3SG end 3SG.JNT go:JNT

áà gbṵ̀ sɛ́lɛ́ sálápèèlɛ̄ yā yí.
3SG.JNT gather village seven DEM in

‘The rope is around his waist, its tag-ends reach THOSE seven villages.’
The following example is an illustration of the discourse-referential function. It

is the final example in the same story about a greedy spider. The demonstrative

ɓɛ̄ is used to frame the noun phrase that refers to the entire story that has just

been told.
(7) Pḭ̀à̰ ɓɛ̄ yíɓòàyí lɛ́ í naá̄ í pɛ ̄
story DEM meaning 3SG.EXI 2SG.CONJ want:COND.COND 2SG.CONJ thing

vùò sɔ̀lɔɓ̄o ̄ a ̄ à líé lɛ́ɛ̀ ɲɛ ̄ tò à yí mɔ̀.
big get TOP 3SG end 3SG.IPFV finish.IPFV stay:NMLZ 3SG in on

‘The meaning of THIS story is: if you want to get a lot of things, you end up losing.’
2:3
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The final example of the endophoric function, before I turn to the recognitional

examples, is cataphoric, or indexing of subsequent referents. In the following

example the demonstrative wɛ̄ is used with the proper noun Gèwūlū, the name

of the main protagonist, and it is the first time ever it is introduced.

(8) Gèwūlū wɛ̄ e ̄ kɛ ̄ gɔ ̰̄ dò ká lɛ́ à lèe ̄
Gewulu DEM 3SG.PST do man INDEF with FOC 3SG mother

wà dàa ̄ o ̄ ga.̄
and father 3SG.PST die

‘THIS Gewulu was a man whose mother and father died.’

198 • Signs and Society
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As shown above, many referents present at the interactive scene are familiar

and/or discourse-old. In other words, being spatially accessible, these referents

are at the same time cognitively accessible (Hanks 2011). In such cases, even if

the reference is accompanied by a pointing gesture, the demonstratives wɛ̄ and

yā are preferred to tɔ́ɔ̄ and dḭ̀ā̰, which are used to index discourse-new referents.

The same demonstratives wɛ̄ and yā are used for anaphoric function, which,

again, is determined by accessibility of referents in mental storage (Ariel 1991).

Thus, one of the central functions of these demonstratives in discourse, even

when they are used exophorically, is marking that the referent is cognitively ac-

cessible and recognizable.
Recognitional Deixis
In many cases the function of the demonstratives wɛ̄ and yā is unambiguously

recognitional in the narrow sense proposed by Himmelmann (1996): the refer-

ent is not present on the interactive scene and was not mentioned in prior dis-

course but is still identifiable by virtue of its recognizability and belonging to the

common knowledge of the interactants. The following example is taken from

the story mentioned in example 8 about the man whose mother and father died

and who did not have the proper means to organize the funerals of his parents.

Funerals are always costly, as many people are expected to show up to eat and

drink. Every Mano knows what is needed for funerals: a proper amount of palm

wine and a proper amount of rice, meat, and condiments. The demonstratives

ɓɛ̄ and yéɓɛ̄ (THIS wine, THIS thing) index precisely that quality of the refer-

ents: known by everybody.

(9) Kɛ ̄ ékɛ̀ ó nu ̄ à gèe ̄ à lɛ̀ɛ ̄
for.the.sake.of better.not.to 3PL.CONJ come 3SG say 3SG ADR
4 A
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nu ̄ yɔ̄ ɓɛ̄ ká nu ̄ pɛ̄ yéɓɛ̄ ká e ̄ wàà.
come wine DEM with come thing DEM with 3SG.PST enter

‘So that people don’t come saying, “Bring THIS wine, bring THIS thing,” he ran away.’
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The following example is taken from my field notes. A woman, my host, is

speaking to her contractual worker, with whom she had made an arrangement

to help her with the harvest of the rice.

(10) tòò yā, kóò lo ̄ ɓú yā mɛ̀-ɛ̀.
tomorrow DEM 1PL.IPFV go:IPFV rice:FOC DEM beat-GER

‘THAT tomorrow, we will beat THAT rice.’
Both tòò ‘tomorrow’ and ɓū ‘rice’ refer to entities made recognizable by a prior

arrangement. “Everybody knows that I have to go tomorrow tomy field to work,”

the speaker toldmewhen I asked her to comment on her usage of the demonstra-

tive.

Crucially, the recognitional function relies on the identifiability of the refer-

ent by both the speaker and the addressee. It may so happen that the addressee

contests the identifiability and asks for more details. In the following example

taken from a conversation between two best friends, the first mention of the ref-

erent was ŋ̄ nàáyīà yā ‘that guy that bothersme’, literally ‘THAT bugger of mine’.

However, contrary to the expectations of the speaker, the addressee did not at

first recognize who was being talked about. His attempts to identify the referent

are given in the following transcript:

(11a) A: ŋ̄ nàáyīà ā e ̄ ló dìá, à yàà lɛ ̄
yal̄á Góésíàgbɛɛ̄l̄à base là,
áà ŋ ̄ súò kɛ̀.

THAT bugger of mine, who went and sat at
the base Goesiagbeela, he called me.

(11b) B: ī dàa?̄ your father?
(11c) A: ŋ́ŋ̀ gèe ̄ ŋ̄ nàáyīà yā, Kɔ̀ɔ́ gbe ̄ I say: THAT bugger of mine, the son of Ko
(11d) B: àhá, mɛ́ì aha, that one
(11e) A: ŋ̀hŋ̀ mmhmm
In 11a the referent is first introduced, accompanied by an indication of a
place name—a military base where the man in question was stationed. In 11b,

speaker B mistakenly assumes that it is speaker A’s kin (classificatory father).

In 11c speaker A repeats the same identification as in 11a, ‘that bugger of mine’,

but accompanies it with a small clarification—that he is the son of Ko (which

should not help much, because Ko is the name given to a first-born daughter

and, therefore, extremely common). That, however, was enough, so speaker B shows

signs of recognition: ‘aha, that one’.
M
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In the subsequent sections, I describe the abundant usage of recognitional

marking in oral Bible translations. Since church service is almost exclusivelymono-

logic—with the exception of the prayers, chants, and also a brief question-

response exchange at the beginning of each sermon—the recognitional usage

can hardly ever be contested. At the same time, the speaker—a catechist, a prayer

leader, or a priest—can hardly trust that everyone in the congregation, which is

very heterogeneous—ranging from newcomers, who have little exposure to the

Christian discourse, to older, more experienced and knowledgeable members

who were converted already by theWhite Fathers—can identify all the referents

he frames as recognizable. Rather, I claim, this recognitional usage becomes per-

formative, as the referents are framed as if they were recognizable. More impor-

tant is the type of addressee upon which the recognizability is predicated: a com-

munity of Mano Christians, (presumably) sharing a common ground.
Reading That Book of Isaiah
One of the striking features of the language of oral Bible translations into Mano

is a frequent use of the demonstrative yāā ~ yā ~ ā in the recognitional func-

tion, as in the following example:

(12) wálàkà lɛ́ e ̄ kɛ ̄ Nazareth yā wì a,̄ yé e ̄ ɲɛ ̄ gbaāɓ̄o ̄ Isaïe là sɛ́ɓɛ̀ yā gèe ̄ à ká a ̄ ...

‘(In) the house of God that was in THAT Nazareth, when he finished reading THAT
book of Isaiah ...’
ll use su
This passage is a translation of a phrase introducing Luke 4:21–30 (recorded on

January 31, 2016). Another translation of the same passage by the same speaker

was given in example 1 and is repeated below with its French source and the

translation of the latter into English:

(1) wálàkà lɛ́ e ̄ kɛ ̄ Nazareth a,̄ yé e ̄ ɲɛ ̄ gbaāɓ̄o ̄ Isaie là sɛ́ɓɛ̀ wè ā à yí gèeà̄ ká a ̄ ...

‘(In) the house of God that was in Nazareth, when he finished reading THAT speech
of the book of Isaiah ...’

[En ce temps-là], dans la synagogue de Nazareth, après la lecture du livre d’Isaïe,
[Jésus déclara] ...

[At that moment], in the synagogue of Nazareth, after the reading of the book of

Isaiah, [Jesus declared] ...
The two translations are slightly different: while example 12 translates ‘the read-

ing of the book of Isaiah’ rather closely, example 1 translates it by ‘the reading of
This content downloaded from 128.214.138.141 on May 22, 2019 04:12:34 AM
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the speech of the book of Isaiah’. Crucially, both contain instances of recogni-

tional marking with (y)ā. Example 1 has only one recognitional ā, ‘THAT speech

of the book of Isaiah’. In example 12, there are two instances of the yā demonstra-

tive: one following the proper noun Nazareth (‘THAT Nazareth’) and another,

following the expression Isaïe là sɛ́ɓɛ̀, ‘THAT book of Isaiah’. All three (or two,

as ‘the speech of the book’ and ‘the book’ are roughly paraphrases) referents

are not present on the interactive scene and were not introduced in the prior dis-

course. Therefore, the most plausible function is the recognitional one: the refer-

ents are framed as known and identifiable.

Certainly, not all of the usages of ā and the derivatives in the Bible transla-

tions are recognitional. Consider the following example:

(13) ŋwɔ́ yāā gèe ̄ a ̄ wálà kà yā wì a ̄
problem DEM say TOP God house DEM under TOP

‘Upon saying THAT thing, in THAT house of God ...’

À ces mots, dans la synagogue ... (Luke 4:28)8

At these words, in the synagogue ... (free translation)
8. Here a
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Example 13 is taken from the same translation of the excerpt from Luke (4:21–

30) as example 12 above. In the first instance, the demonstrative is used in the

discourse-referential function, referring to what Jesus has just said (‘THAT

thing’). The second instance is anaphoric, referring to the synagogue where

Jesus’s reading was taking place that was first introduced in example 12.

Another example of recognitional deixis comes from Exodus 3:1 (recorded

on February 28, 2016):9

(14a) Moise e ̄ kɛ ̄e ̄ ɲɛ̀ɛ ̄kɛp̄ɛ̀lɛ̀ e ̄ dàa ̄ Jethro là tòlòpɛ̀ vɔ̀mɔ̀ ɛ̰́ ɛ̰́ mí lɛ́ e ̄ kɛ ̄Madiane líé símì ká.

‘Moses was keeping an eye on his father Jethro’s domestic animals, the man who
was a leader of Madiane.’

Moïse était berger du troupeau de son beau-père Jéthro, prêtre de Madiane.

NowMoseswas tending the flock of Jethro his father-in-law, the priest of Midian, ...
(NIV)
(14b) e ̄ nu ̄ là tòlòpɛ̀ vɔ̀ ya ̄ ká yɛ̀í kpóŋ́ yā yí Horeb, ɛ̰́ ɛ̰́ e ̄ kɛ ̄ wálà là tɔ̀ŋ̀ yāā ŋwíí ká.
ns-
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‘He came with those domestic animals of his at THAT border of the savannah, at
Horeb, that was a top of THAT mountain of God’s.’

Il mena le troupeau au-delà du désert et parvint à lamontagne de Dieu, à l’Horeb.

... and he led the flock to the far side of the wilderness and came to Horeb, the
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Example 14b contains three instances of the yā demonstrative. In the first instance,

the yā demonstrative that determined the noun phrase là tòlòpɛ vɔ̀ ‘his domestic

animals’ was used in the anaphoric function. Indeed, the domestic animals of

Jethro were introduced just prior to the utterance in question, in example 14a.

The other two instances are clearly recognitional because it is the first time the ref-

erents are introduced: the border of a desert and the Horeb Mountain.10

The final example, coming fromDaniel 7:14 (recorded onNovember 22, 2015),

provides evidence that my analysis of certain types of usages of demonstratives as

recognitional corresponds, in fact, to the intuition of the native speakers:

(15) e ̄ pɛ ̄ dò nɔ ̄ o ̄ lɛ̀ɛ ̄ lɛ́ ò sī kɔ̀dìèŋwɔ́là wà lɛ̀fɔ̀nɔɔ̀̄ étó wálà là gàlà ɓɛ̄.

‘He gave them a thing that is called power and radiance and THIS city of God.’

Et il lui fut donné domination, gloire et royauté.

He was given authority, glory and sovereign power. (NIV)
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In this example the ɓɛ̄ demonstrative frames the noun phrasewálà là gàlà ‘THIS

city of God’.11 The text under discussion was recorded at one of the first church
ple 14 allows considering a different hypothesis of the occurrence of the markers of recognizability—
influence of French, which all of the consulted speakers master in some degree. Indeed, instead of
language-internal dynamics of the usage of recognitional marking in the translated Mano text one
se that it appears as an equivalent of the definite article in the source French text. However, the
rns of phrasing show that the Mano translation is only loosely modeled after French. In 14a, the
hrase la montagne de Dieu in the source text precedes the proper place name, Horeb, while in
anslation, the order is inverse. While in the French source, Moïse était berger is an equivalence con-
oses was a shepherd’), its translation into Mano is a durative construction, lit. ‘Moses was keeping
e domestic animals’, just like in the New International Version,Moses was tending the flock. At the
matical marking, the equivalence is not direct, either: in 14b, là tòlòpɛ̀ vɔ̀ ‘his domestic animals’
ossessive pronoun là and a plural marker vɔ̀, the equivalents of both of which are lacking in the
ce, le troupeau ‘the flock’. Finally, the demonstrative does not always correspond to the definite arti-
ample 11 above, Nazareth as a proper name is used without a definite article in the French source,
lation contains a demonstrative. Therefore, it is highly unlikely that the French source influences
anslation at the level of the grammar. Note also that neither in French nor in English demonstratives
h proper names. In Mano, however, such combination is quite common—see example 7. Putting
estion of the grammatical acceptability of the combination, the semantic combination is more than
ed, for Schegloff, proper nouns are recognitional expressions in themselves (1972), therefore, their
y with an explicit recognitional marker should not come as a surprise.
example presents a case of mistranslation: a passive voice construction with a passé simple form
him was given’, was translated as an active voice construction where the number values of the

This content downloaded from 128.214.138.141 on May 22, 2019 04:12:34 AM
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services that I attended during my fieldwork. It was before I noticed the pattern

of frequent use of recognitional expressions, so I had to ask my language con-

sultant who helped me transcribe and analyze the recordings to comment on

each such use. His explanation (given in French) was, roughly, the following:

ɓɛ̄ means either that an explanation will follow or that everybody knows that

what it means is Jerusalem.12 In other words, in his own terms the native speaker

construes the function of ɓɛ̄ as either cataphoric, introducing a referent whose

identity will be elaborated in the subsequent utterances, or recognitional, intro-

ducing a referent that is identifiable by the addressee(s). Given that the subse-

quent text contains no explanation about the ‘city of God’, the only valid inter-

pretation left is recognitional. Moreover, not only did the Mano consultant

interpret themarker as recognitional (“everybody knows that”), but—as a (non-

baptized) member of the Catholic community—he also indeed recognized the

reference: that the city of God is nothing else but Jerusalem.

Recognizability and Speaker-Community Relationship
The usage of recognitional deixis implies a certain information management

ability that requires a position of power, and indeed, those who get to orally

translate the Bible are no simple members of the community: only prayer lead-

ers, catechists, and priests get to do it. However, not all community leaders use

recognitional deixis in their Bible translations (nor do these leaders use it on ev-

ery occasion). I have recorded the speech of one catechist, three prayer leaders,

and two priests, and only one prayer leader and one priest show the discussed

particularity. The use of recognitional markers not only belongs to a register of

authoritative church discourse but is also emblematic of an in-group style of

communication, not used effectively by everyone, as discussed below.

My corpus is relatively small (27 recordings of Sunday Mass or prayer, each

about 2.5 hours long); I do not have the same amount of data regarding the

speech of different translators (I mostly focused on one village community and
participants were mistranslated: ‘he gave to them’, instead of ‘he was given’, as in NIV. The difficulty related
to the translation of this passage is apparent: a French passé simple form, which by itself belongs to the high
register of literary texts and is never used in the variety of French spoken in Guinea, is coupled with another
“heavy,” “haughty” construction, passive voice. Other parts of the translation, however, are more accurate.
The most unusual part is wálà là gàlà ‘the city of God’ as an equivalent of royauté ‘kingship’ (sovereign power
in NIV). This Mano translation conveys a more specific idea than the original: what was given was not only
sovereign power in general but (the power over) the city of God. The idea is perfectly consistent with the con-
tent of the prophecy. This translation shows that while the Mano translator went off the literal meaning of
the text, he nonetheless produced an equivalent corresponding to the conveyed meaning.

12. The note that I made of the comment is the following: “si on dit wɛ̄, normalement soit on s’attend à
une explication devant, ou bien tout le monde connaît que ce que cela veut dire est Jérusalem.”
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one prayer leader, Christophe); and, most of all, nearly all the texts are transla-

tions of different excerpts and, therefore, are incommensurate. However, I man-

aged to obtain some translations of the same excerpts that convincingly show the

differences in speech patterns of at least some speakers. Consider example 16,

which compares the speech of two prayer leaders, first Christophe and then Au-

gustin (recorded on February 21, 2016):

(16a) kòròwaà̄ lɛ́ zɛ́ɛ́zú ... à vṵ̄-à̰ yī
cross FOC Jesus 3SG transport-GER there

‘cross on which Christ was transported’
T
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(16b) Krístà là kòròwaà̄ yā
Christ 3SG.POSS cross DEM

‘THAT cross of Christ’s’

la croix du Christ (from Phil. 3:18)

the cross of Christ (NIV)
Only prayer leader Augustin uses the recognitional marker (16b: ‘THAT cross of

Christ’s’), while Christophe does not (‘cross on which Christ was transported’).

Another example illustrates the same pattern of the two prayer leaders (Chris-

tophe, then Augustin):

(17a) lɛ́ɛ̀ lo ̄ ko ̄ gbu ̰̄ kpàla ̄ mɛ́nīà.
3SG.IPFV go:IPFV 1PL body change.GER

‘he will change our bodies.’
A
h

(17b) ye ̄ lɛ́ è lo ̄ ... ko ̄ zì corps yā ... mɛ́vɔ̀ɔ-̄ɔ̀
3SG.EMPH FOC 3SG.SBJV go:IPFV 1PL INT body DEM change-GER

‘It is he who will change THOSE bodies of ours.’

lui qui transformera nos pauvres corps (from Phil. 3:20–21)

Jesus Christ ... will transform our lowly bodies. (NIV)
Here, again, only prayer leader Augustin uses the yāmarker. In addition, all the

previously discussed examples of recognitional deixis in the church register are

taken from the speech of the two prayer leaders, but only example 15 comes from

the speech of prayer leader Christophe, while the three instances of recognitional

marking in examples 1, 12, and 14 come from the speech of Augustin.
M
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The following examples illustrate the particularities of the speech of two

Mano-speaking priests. The examples come from the translations of the Gospel

of Luke that were read on Christmas Eve in 2015 and 2017 by priests Jean-Pierre

and Élie, respectively:

(18a) Joseph bɛ̰̀ ɛ ̰̄ e ̄ wɛ̀lɛ̀ Nazareth Galilee sɛ̀lɛ̀ yí
Joseph too 3SG.PST stand.up Nazareth Galilee town:CS in

‘Joseph, too, left Nazareth, a town in Galilee.’
ll use subjec
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(18b) Josef e ̄ wɛ̀lɛ̀ Nazareth Galilée sɛ̀lɛ̀ ā yí
Joseph 3SG.PST stand.up Nazareth Galilee town:CS DEM in

‘Joseph left Nazareth, THAT town in Galilee’

Joseph, lui aussi, monta de Galilée, depuis la ville de Nazareth (Luke 2:4)

So Joseph also went up from the town of Nazareth in Galilee (NIV)
Example 18 is the clearest illustration of the style differences: the wording is

almost identical, with the exception of the usage of the particle bɛ̰̀ɛ̰̄ in 18a. Only

one priest, Élie, uses the recognitional marker (18b). Example 19 is yet another

illustration of the same pattern; compare the wording of Jean-Pierre, followed

by that of Élie:

(19a) à-mɛ́-sɔ̀lɔɓ̄oà̄-lɛ ̄ e ̄ kɛ ̄ David sùu ̄ ká
because 3SG.PST was David type with

‘because he was of David’s offspring’
(19b) ɓɔ̀ɔ-̄wáá-ká e ̄ kɛ ̄ gó-pɛ̀lɛ̀ David zì yet̄ìè ā mɔ̀
because 3SG.PST was leave-INF David POSS lineage DEM on

‘because he originated of THAT lineage of David’s’

Il était en effet de la maison et de la lignée de David. (Luke 2:4)

because he belonged to the house and line of David. (NIV)
There are indications in the social background of the speakers that may be held

responsible for the difference in their style. In the case of the two prayer leaders,

there are differences in the socioeconomic background: Christophe is a simple

farmer, while Augustin, who uses recognitionals most, is a former school teacher

now concentrating on his plantation’s management. Augustin is relatively well off,

which is always seen in his new outfits and a beautifully adorned cross that he
ago.edu/t-and-c).
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wears but also in his habit of having a morning coffee before leading a Sunday cel-

ebration. The chapel where Augustin preaches was built by his community, which

takes pride in it. Christophe’s churchwas built with the help of a donation from an

importantMano official, and before 2017 therewas no dedicated church building;

Sunday celebrations were organized in a school. In addition, Augustin preaches in

his own native village, while Christophe preaches in a village 10 kilometers away

from his native village, where he came to replace an authoritative catechist after

the death of the latter. In addition, Christophe’s wife originates from that village.

As for the two priests, they are on the same socioeconomic level. Élie, whose

speech is defined by recognitional markers, was trained and ordained in France.

He was born in Liberia, but his father was from Guinea, the village where Élie

later went to school andwhere he served the ChristmasMass of 2017 (the source

of the excerpts cited above). As a boy and a young man, he was very close to the

late and very influential catechist Alfred. Several weeks prior to Christmas Eve,

the village hosted major celebrations in honor of his (and another priest’s) ordi-

nation. Although he does not reside in Guinea (a couple days after Christmas he

had to head to Chad, to the parish he was assigned to), he is well known, highly

esteemed, and much talked about by the community. Indeed, I had heard much

about him during my visit in 2015–16 before actually meeting him in 2017. As

for Jean-Pierre, he is an important church official: in addition to his service as a

priest, he is the financial director (économe) of the diocese of Nzerekore, which is

the ecclesiastic (and also administrative) capital of the whole of Forest Guinea.

He also travels often to Europe and studied in Lyon while serving in a small par-

ish. However, while Jean-Pierre’s mother isMano, his father is Kpelle, Jean-Pierre

has a Kpelle name, and the parishioners sometimes mock his Kpelle accent.13

It seems that the crucial factor contributing to the choice to use the recog-

nitional markers is not so much the general position of authority that the role

of a prayer leader (or a priest) provides, nor some reinforcement by the socio-

economic capital that the speakers possess outside the church. More important

seems to be the relationship between a prayer leader (or a priest) and his com-

munity, and especially whether they are local to the community or not. Note

that both Augustin and Élie are considered local: Augustin serves in his native

village, while Élie serves in the village that adopted him as a child. Both Chris-

tophe and Jean-Pierre are foreign to the church communities to which the Bible

translations were addressed. While Christophe preaches to the village of his in-
13. Thus, the conjunction à-mɛ́-sɔ̀lɔ̄ɓōà-lɛ̄ ‘because’ in 19a is a calque from Kpelle and is rarely used by
monolingual Mano speakers.
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laws, Jean-Pierre is a foreigner in yet another sense: although he speaks Mano

perfectly well, he is considered ethnically Kpelle. Therefore, the possibility of

management of common ground, needed for the use of recognitional markers,

appears to be dependent on the existence of a privileged access to the commu-

nity and in-group membership within it.

Some stylistic variation can be observed when the same speaker addresses

different communities. Thus, when Augustin serves in his native village, he uses

slightly more recognitionals than when he visits a neighboring village some

5 kilometers away. Examples 1 and 12, translations of the same passages, are il-

lustrations of this kind of variation: example 1, which has only one recognitional,

was obtained from a recording of Augustin’s visit to a neighboring village, while

example 12, which has two recognitionals, was obtained in his home village. In

examples 20a and 20b below, recorded on January 31, 2016, the same tendency is

observed: 20a, recorded on Augustin’s visit, contains one recognitional, while

20b, recorded in his home village, contains two recognitionals:

(20a) kóò ŋwɔ́ bḭ́ vɔ̀ yā gɛ̰̀ gbaāɓ̄o ̄ ... lɛ̀ zí
1PL.IPFV problem shadow PL DEM see:IPFV now like manner:FOC
bḭ́ tī ī laā ̄ ká wɛ ̄ gààzù yí.
night black 3SG.EXI>3SG with TOP.PROX mirror in

‘we see THOSE shadows of the problems now like darkness here in the mirror.’
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(20b) ɛ̰́ ɛ̰́ ŋwɔ́ séŋ́ yā kóò gɛ̰̀ gààzù yí
and problem all DEM 1PL.IPFV>3SG see:IPFV mirror in
bḭ́ tī ī yā bà
night black DEM in

‘and all THOSE problems, we see them in a mirror in THAT darkness.’

Nous voyons actuellement de manière confuse, comme dans un miroir.
(1 Cor. 13:12)

For now we see only a reflection as in a mirror. (NIV)
:12:34 A
rnals.uc
The use of recognitionals is not an automatic function of social context. Au-

gustin uses them extensively even when he preaches outside his native village

(examples 16 and 17 come from a recording of one of his visits). In contrast,

Christophe almost never uses recognitionals even when he serves in his own vil-

lage. Moreover, the third prayer leader and the only catechist whose speech I

studied do not use recognitionals, but both preach in their native villages. There-

fore, the social context provides a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition for

the use of recognitional markers.
M
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Discussion: Performative Projection of Common Ground
and Religious Community
Demonstratives used in the recognitional function point to objects recogniz-

able by virtue of the interactants sharing some common ground. In English, that

is commonly used in the recognitional function: this is, for instance, the func-

tion of that in Spin that wheel, the formula vocalized by the entire Paramount

Theatre in Oakland, California. Or this is the function behind the name of a

Mac repair shop in Berkeley, California, Fix That Mac. Or, more importantly

still, this usage is behind the marketing strategy of the Cliff House souvenir

shop in San Francisco: “Pick Up That Special Gift or Souvenir for That Special

Person.” In the Spin that wheel case, recognitional markers are used to refer to

some preexisting pieces of context, more specifically, common knowledge: be-

fore the movie starts, there is a lottery accompanied by a spinning of the wheel

of fortune, and all the frequenters of the Paramount Theatre know it. In other

words, the existence of the referent the knowledge of which is shared (THAT

wheel) is presupposed (Silverstein 1976, 33). Similarly, all the users of old Macs

will recognize themselves as addressees of Fix That Mac. But what about That

Special Gift and That Special Person? Did they really exist before the reader of

the advertising—it was printed on a Cliff House café menu—felt the urge to

go shopping?

According to Silverstein, different types of indexicals, such as honorifics,

have a context-creating performative function, including the pronominal usage,

described in the beginning of this article. Several studies of grammar in interac-

tion point to that context-creating capacity of grammatical indices. Thus, Mu-

shin talks about stance-taking in the adoption of the evidential strategy and

the way it shifts the epistemic authority: “Not only may the assertion of direct

visual experience be an expression of certainty, it may also be part of a claim

to a high degree of epistemic authority over the information” (2012, 104). Sim-

ilarly, in her study of demonstratives in Finnish with special attention to the

recognitional function (which she frames in terms of marking of identifiability),

Laury points out that “demonstratives not only express context, they also build

context” (1997, 58).

Indeed, the recognizability of specific referents may be a result of performa-

tive framing of them as recognizable. As in the case of that gift for that special

person, even if a visitor didn’t have a special person before coming to the gift

shop, nor the intention to buy a gift for anyone, she may need to make an effort

to resist the need, triggered by the advertisement, to search for a souvenir and a

person to make happy.
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Recognitional marking of noun phrases is ubiquitous in the speech of certain

Mano Catholics. Typically framed as recognizable are some key Christian refer-

ents: the book of Isaiah; the Cross; the line of David; in examples not given here,

even Jesus and God sometimes receive recognitional marking. There are a few

more puzzling examples: such as ‘our bodies’ or ‘the darkness’. A common type

of recognizable referent is place names: we saw Nazareth (also referred to ‘the

city of God’, or, in examples not given here, just ‘the land’), the country of Gal-

ilee, and, most surprisingly, the Horeb mountain and the (unspecified) border

of a desert.

Claiming (and framing) the Horeb mountain or the border of a desert as rec-

ognizable would be counterintuitive at best, if not outright counterfactual (Dep-

permann 2015). In example 1 we saw that the recognitional marker framed the

expression “the speech of the book of Isaiah”—the content of which was beyond

the scope of the reading at hand. Amore plausible interpretation of the indexical

function of recognizability is not that it presupposes common knowledge of ref-

erents, but rather that it performatively establishes the presupposition of com-

mon knowledge.

In theMano examples discussed above, presupposition of common knowledge

of referents is unnecessary for any language-internal functional purposes, such as

establishing discourse coherence. The referents are hardly ever mentioned more

than once in a given chunk of discourse—a reading from the Bible—and do not

help push the narrative further. It is obvious, then, that accommodating,14 against

the context at hand, of a presupposition of referent knowledge does something

other than just enriching a pool of preexisting presuppositions. I argue that it

serves a different purpose: establishing religious common ground and, through

that, the community that shares that common ground.

I now proceed to a theoretical discussion arguing that recognitional marking

could be seen not as indexing of specific properties of context—mutually known

referents as part of the common ground—but rather performatively projecting

contextual features, namely, the existence of common ground and of the com-

munity sharing that common ground. I have already argued that recognitional
14. Performatively established presupposition—and ways the addressees deal with it—is discussed in ana-
lytic philosophy under the term “presupposition accommodation” (Lewis 1979; Beaver and Geurts 2014). A
typical example is Betty is trying to give up drinking: in order to make sense of the utterance, the addressee
must assume that Betty used to drink. In other words, the utterance triggers the presupposition that Betty
used to drink. In case the current conversational context did not provide grounds for such presupposition—if
Betty’s drinking was not discussed—then the addressee is expected to accommodate this presupposition and
extend the pool of presuppositions accordingly (Karttunen 1974, 191).
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deixis has a context-creating performative capacity. I will now formulate an ap-

proach linking religious conversion to religious common ground, and common

ground to community building. Then I suggest looking at the assertion of com-

mon knowledge as a performative strategy. Finally, I focus on the way common

ground projection becomes a function of propositional stance and the way it

shapes, and reflects, social relationships.

According to Talal Asad, in medieval Christianity, “the authoritative dis-

courses, the teachings and practices of the Church” (and the discipline through

which they came to be imposed) had a primacy over “the convictions of the

practitioner” (1993, 39). According to Asad, in medieval Christianity belief was

built on practical and theological knowledge. “Familiarity with all such (religious)

knowledge was a precondition for normal social life, and belief (embodied in

practice and discourse) an orientation for effective activity in it” (1993, 47).

While belief as a private disposition may still play an important role for a

member of a contemporary Christian community (especially, perhaps, in Prot-

estantism), all Christian practice inevitably involves a considerable amount of

specialized knowledge. In medieval to modern Catholicism, the church space

has a precise structure, the core elements of which remain invariant, such as

the crucifix, spaces dedicated to the priest or the prayer leader, a space for the

choir, a space for the congregation. Similarly, speech is an important part of

the Christian common ground, as much of the verbal part of a Christian ritual,

such as prayers, is predetermined and learned by heart by the community.

On a more general level, membership in a community always entails knowl-

edge sharing. In speech communities, people share the language; in a village,

people also share knowledge about local history, geography, and folklore; kin-

ship systems; social structure; the structure of living, ritual, and agricultural

spaces (Hanks 1990). On an interpersonal level, people track earlier conversa-

tions and joint experience. “ ‘Common ground’ is the sum of the information

that people assume they share” (Clark 2006, 105). Common ground rarely be-

comes explicit; however, it underlies virtually all everyday activity. In the same

way that community membership involves having common ground, common

ground can serve as a definition of a social community: “the subjective meaning

the group has for its members consists in their knowledge of a common situa-

tion, and with it of common system of typifications and relevances” (Schutz

1970, 82; see also Enfield 2006, 2013). Similarly, practical and theological knowl-

edge, but also mental or corporeal dispositions, may be seen as a common

ground of religious practitioners, and much of the verbal and nonverbal activity

may be predicated on a presupposition of such knowledge.
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In contrast to Clark, who takes common ground for granted, as something

already there, albeit at the level of mutual assumptions, I argue that the presup-

position of common knowledge does not have to be given (on a similar point,

see Hanks [2006]). Instead of presupposing common ground assessed by inter-

locutors on the basis of their knowledge of a situation—for example, commu-

nity co-membership—linguistic expressions, such as recognitionals, may in-

stead project common ground. I will now discuss the work by Yurchak (2005),

who make a similar type of argument.

One of the foci of Yurchak’s (2005) book is increasing uniformity and pre-

dictability of official language of the late Soviet period. One of the key commu-

nicative features of the official language was that all types of information, new

and old, were presented as knowledge previously asserted and commonly known.

In linguistic terms, information was presented as presupposed. That background-

ing and presupposing of information was achieved not only on the discourse

level (such as manifest intertextuality, as well as narrative and rhetorical circu-

larity) but also at the level of grammar (see also Nichols 1988).

One of the formal features through which such backgrounding was framed

was the use of complex modifiers. Thus, the complex expression “the high level

of social consciousness” tricks the reader into perceiving “social consciousness”

as already existing, as a known fact rather than a contested claim. Indeed, “to be

high, social consciousness must exist, and to be measured comparatively, by lev-

els (high level, low level), it must exist.” (Yurchak 2005, 66).

While Yurchak places the performative dimension of authoritative discourse

at the level of production and reception, arguing that texts were divorced from

literal, constative meaning and used ritually, I suggest that the performative

momentum starts already in the choice of the form. Indeed, framed as presup-

positions, “ideas are treated as obvious, taken-for-granted facts, without neces-

sarily being such” (Yurchak 2005, 66). It is the very framing of ideas as presup-

positions that creates the performative effect of the “taking-for-granted” of a

piece of information, presenting it as universal truth.

Yurchak argues that information backgrounding served the purpose of dis-

course anonymization and transformation of the authors into mediators of pre-

viously established knowledge and universal truth. In addition to that, I argue

that in Bakhtinian terms, presupposition creation can be claimed to have a di-

alogic nature. Indeed, when a speaker frames a piece of information as given and

known, it must be known not only to the speaker, but also assumed to be known

(or performatively established as known) to the addressee. The addressee in

Yurchak’s case, given the omnipresent character of official discourse in the So-
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viet Union, is the majority of the country’s population—those who adhere rit-

ually to the form of official discourse. Therefore, the propagation of normalized,

standardized official discourse grounded in implicit presuppositions created not

only an anonymized author-mediator but also a uniform public implicitly ad-

hering to these presuppositions (what Yurchak calls svoi, the co-members of

a social formation). Similarly, by performatively framing information as presup-

posed and part of the common ground, a Mano priest or prayer leader creates a

collective that shares that common ground. In other words, the operation of pro-

jection of common ground becomes an operation of community projection.

Performative presupposition does not operate at the level of a single utter-

ance or even a single text. The portability, citationality, and replicability in the

case analyzed by Yurchak make individual operations on presuppositions, at

the constative level of the language, much less important than their prominence

at the level of the register as a whole. In theMano case, although certain, but not

all, recognitional expressions make sense individually—as they index referents

that can be considered prominent in Christian doctrine, such as Nazareth or the

book of Isaiah—framing of some of the referents as recognizable—such as the

Horebmountain or, evenmore so, an unspecified border of an unnamed desert—

is counterintuitive, if not counterfactual. However, regarded from the perfor-

mative angle, common ground projection should not be treated in any literal,

content-based sense. Moreover, a specific choice of referring expression—mark-

ing of noun phrases as known and recognizable by the interlocutors—is made by

some speakers more frequently than by others. Given the ubiquity of recogni-

tionals in the speech of certain individuals, recognitionals are best described

as a feature of an in-group verbal style and a propositional stance that certain

speakers tend effectively to employ (Agha 2006, 96).

The propositional stance is not arbitrary but is emblematic of in-group rela-

tions between speaker and hearer in specific communicative situations, as eval-

uated through a membership analysis, namely “an evaluation of the social cat-

egory of hearer; or the relative membership of speaker and hearer in some social

category (e.g., whether same or different)” (Schegloff 1972; Agha 2006, 95). In-

deed, prayer leader Augustin, with his good stature, new motorbike, beautiful

cross, and, especially, a well-functioning church community in his home village,

may have good reasons to project that sense of belonging together—perhaps

also in the face of an active Evangelical church just across the street. Similarly,

Élie, a young priest fresh from ordination, having spent many years in parishes

abroad, addresses a welcoming community (of his village and of other villages

in the area) who are proud to finally have a truly Mano priest and project back
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a strong community bond. Thus, recognitionals not only indexically project

the presupposition of recognizability of referents but, through this projection,

also formulate the participation framework of communication as an in-group

community of knowledge-sharing co-insiders. Crucially, the availability of the

indexical projection depends on an independently preexisting relationship be-

tween speaker and hearers, upon which the performance laminates an additional

sense of co-membership in a community, in this case a religious community.

Conclusion
This article is grounded in a fine-grained discussion of grammatical data, namely,

the usage of demonstrative markers in the Bible translations orally produced by

Mano priests and prayer leaders. A previously understudied genre, these texts

are shown to be intrinsically related to the context of their production, as the

patterns of usage of demonstrative markers depend on the social position of

the speakers and their relationships with the church community. The argument

focuses on a specific value of these demonstratives: the so-called recognitional

function, which is used when a demonstrative frames a referent whose knowl-

edge the speaker assumes to share with his or her addressee as part of their com-

mon ground. This usage of demonstratives occurs in routine conversations,

whereby the addressees have the opportunity to contest and negotiate the rec-

ognizability of the referents. In the church, by contrast, where the speech pro-

duction is mostly monologic (and where the Bible translation is exclusively

monologic), the recognizability is never contested. In many cases, however,

the referents cannot be recognized by many, if not all, members of the congre-

gation, which adds a performative dimension to the recognitional usage: the ref-

erents do not actually have to be known by everybody, but they are presented as

if they were known.15 Moreover, due to their ubiquity in the speech of certain

individuals, recognitional demonstratives in part lose their function of marking

recognizability of individual referents and become a stylistic feature.

On a different level, I argue that the assertion of common knowledge in Bible

translation is tied to the fact that religious conversion implies acquisition—and

sharing—of practical and doctrinal knowledge. As with any community, a reli-

gious community gets to share a considerable amount of common ground,
15. The analysis of performativity of demonstratives in Mano in its present stage lacks a crucial aspect—
the uptake by the addressee(s). While the church speech is mostly monologic, there is hardly any question of
uptake directly following the enunciation. Long-term effects of uptake, such as the emergence of a steady
body of common knowledge; or the further spread of recognitional deixis as a feature of a style of communi-
cation or even group register should be an object of future studies.
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which in part defines its very existence. By performatively projecting the presup-

position of common knowledge, the ritual specialist, a priest or a prayer leader,

at the same time brings about the community that shares this knowledge and

formulates an in-group relationship with this community. Crucially, it is only

if a ritual specialist already has some privileged ties with his village community

that he may resort to performative presupposition management and reinforce

that community in speech. Thus, through a delicate two-way operation of a re-

flection of contextual relationship and at the same time a projection of that re-

lationship, recognitional deixis contributes to a discursive formation of a reli-

gious community, which emerges through common activities (“groupwork”)

but also as a community of co-insiders sharing a common ground. The perfor-

mative “magic” of the indexical projection does not create community ex nihilo

but predicates it on relationships existing on independent grounds. As a word of

warning from Pierre Bourdieu, particularly relevant for the present context:

“One only preaches to the converted. And the miracle of symbolic efficacy dis-

appears if one sees that the magic of words merely releases the ‘springs’—the

dispositions—which are wound up beforehand” (Bourdieu 1991, 126).
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